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SUMMARY
Evidence linking the gut-brain axis to Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is accumulating, but the characteristics of
causally important microbes are poorly understood. We perform a fecal microbiome analysis in healthy sub-
jects and those with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and AD. We find that Faecalibacterium prausnitzii
(F. prausnitzii) correlates with cognitive scores and decreases in the MCI group compared with the healthy
group. Two isolated strains from the healthy group, live Fp360 and pasteurized Fp14, improve cognitive
impairment in an ADmouse model. Whole-genome comparison of isolated strains reveals specific orthologs
that are found only in the effective strains and aremore abundant in the healthy group comparedwith theMCI
group. Metabolome and RNA sequencing analyses of mouse brains provides mechanistic insights into the
relationship between the efficacy of pasteurized Fp14, oxidative stress, and mitochondrial function. We
conclude that F. prausnitzii strains with these specific orthologs are candidates for gut microbiome-based
intervention in Alzheimer’s-type dementia.
INTRODUCTION

Approximately 50 million people have dementia, and nearly 10

million new cases of dementia occur every year.1 The elevated

prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), which accounts for

approximately 60%–70% of total dementia, has become a

fundamental health issue worldwide.1 Various therapeutic ap-

proaches to AD have been examined but failed to show dis-

ease-modifying effects, presumably because of wrong timing

of administration in the progression of AD.2 Recent clinical

studies show that pathological changes, which are character-

ized by b-amyloid (Ab) plaques and neurofibrillary tangles of hy-

perphosphorylated tau, start 20 years before onset of clinical

symptoms of AD,3 and early intervention with a human mono-

clonal antibody that selectively targets aggregated Ab, showed

therapeutic potential.4 These results indicate that early diag-

nosis and intervention would be necessary, and, in terms of pre-

vention, intervention before or during mild cognitive impairment

(MCI), the presymptomatic stage of AD, is regarded as

promising.5

It is becoming increasingly recognized that the gut micro-

biota is one of the key regulators of gut-brain function.6 The mi-
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crobiota and the brain communicate with each other via various

routes, including the immune system, the vagus nerve, and the

enteric nervous system (microbiota-gut-brain-axis).6 Psycho-

biotics (targeted microbiota interventions that support good

brain health via microbiota-gut-brain-axis) are regarded as

promising for development of disease interventions.6 Evidence

of the relationship between the gut microbiota and brain dis-

eases such as autism, Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis,

and even AD is accumulating.7 For example, antibiotic-induced

perturbations and germ-free intervention decrease Ab plaque

deposition in AD mice.7 At the human level, several cross-

sectional studies have reported a relationship between the

gut microbiota and MCI or AD.8,9 For example, one cross-

sectional study identified that the prevalence of Bacteroides

was lower in the control group than in the MCI group.8 Another

cross-sectional study showed a reduction in Blautia and Rumi-

nococcus in the AD group compared with the healthy group.9

Thus, we hypothesized that there would be a causal relation-

ship between specific microbes and cognitive function in

MCI, the prodromal stage of dementia, and that specific mi-

crobes would become promising candidates for gut micro-

biome-based preventive intervention in MCI.
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Figure 1. Schematic of this study

To find and isolate potential MCI-preventive mi-

crobes for gut microbiome-based intervention in

MCI, a cross-sectional study was performed to

compare gut microbial structures of healthy,

MCI, and AD groups by fecal 16S rRNA gene

sequencing. The comparative analysis of gut

microbial composition led us to select and

isolate F. prausnitzii as the most promising

candidate for prevention of MCI. Part of the

causal relationships between F. prausnitzii iso-

lates and cognitive function was examined using

an AD mouse model. The effective strains Fp14

and Fp360 were selected based on the animal

study results, and whole-genome comparison of

the effective strains with the non-effective

strains identified specific orthologs that were

found only in the effective strains. Meta-

genomics data from the same cross-sectional

study verified that some of these specific or-

thologs were more abundant in the healthy

group than in the MCI group, which implied a

relationship of specific orthologs with MCI and,

in part, the mechanism of the effect in different

bacterial forms (pasteurized or live).
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Therefore, in the present study, to find and isolate potential

MCI-preventive microbes, we compared the gut microbial

composition of healthy, MCI, and AD groups by fecal 16S

rRNA gene sequencing (Figure 1). The comparative analysis

of gut microbial composition guided us toward selection

and isolation of Faecalibacterium prausnitzii (F. prausnitzii)
2 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100398, September 21, 2021
as the most promising candidate for

prevention of MCI. To examine part

of the causal relationships between

F. prausnitzii and cognitive function, we

administered isolated F. prausnitzii to

an AD mouse model and successfully

identified two effective strains, Fp14

and Fp360. We used a validated Ab-in-

jected mouse model10 that is used

widely in the research area of AD.11–16

This mouse model displays specific

dysfunction of memory processes, and

there are symptomatic and pathophysi-

ological similarities of this model with

human AD (Method details).10 There-

fore, this validated animal model could

be useful for evaluating candidates

for intervention in Alzheimer’s-type de-

mentia through behavioral experiments.

After we determined Fp14 and Fp360

to be effective strains, whole-genome

comparison and metagenome shotgun

sequencing identified specific orthologs

that were found only in these effective

strains and were more abundant in the

healthy group than in the MCI group.

In addition, metabolome and RNA
sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis exhibited a relationship be-

tween the efficacy of pasteurized Fp14, oxidative stress,

and mitochondrial function in the brain. We conclude that

F. prausnitzii strains with these specific orthologs are candi-

dates for gut microbiome-based intervention in Alzheimer’s-

type dementia.
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RESULTS

F. prausnitzii decreased in theMCI group comparedwith
the healthy group and correlated with cognitive test
scores
We first performed our own cross-sectional study to identify po-

tential MCI-preventive microbes. Fecal samples of the healthy,

MCI, and AD groups were collected in the town of Kusatsu in

Gunma, Japan. The participant characteristics and a flow dia-

gram of subject selection are shown in Table S1 and Figure S1.

Gut microbial composition was analyzed by 16S rRNA gene

sequencing. Taxonomic assignment at the genus level detected

129 genera. We examined the overall genus composition profiles

by performing principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) and permu-

tational multi-variate ANOVA (PERMANOVA) with Bray-Curtis

distance (Figure 2A). Genus composition had a tendency to differ

between the healthy and theMCI group (R2 = 0.0465, p = 0.0968)

but not between the healthy and the AD group (R2 = 0.0534, p =

0.1423) (Figure 2A). The within-group Bray-Curtis distance was

significantly higher in the MCI and AD groups than in the healthy

group, which confirmed the PCoA trend (p = 2.92 3 10�5, p =

0.0203, respectively) (Figure 2B). The Shannon-Wiener alpha-di-

versity index did not differ between the groups (Figure S2).

Among 129 genera, differential abundance analysis by ALDEx2

revealed that the abundances of 6 genera were significantly

different between the healthy and the MCI group (Figure 2C).

Faecalibacterium, Ruminococcaceae genus unclassified, Anae-

rostipes,Ruminoccocus_C, andCAG-41 decreased significantly

in the MCI group compared with the healthy group. Prevotella

increased significantly in the MCI group compared with the

healthy group (Figure 2C). The abundance of Eubacterium_I

was significantly different between the healthy and the AD group

(Figure 2D). The difference in relative abundances is also shown

in Figures 2E and S2. In terms of AD prevention, intervention

before or during MCI is regarded as promising.5 We therefore

considered that, for selection of candidate psychobiotics for

AD prevention, a comparison of the healthy and the MCI group

is more suitable so than a comparison of the healthy and the

AD group. Thus, we focused on microbes that were not only

correlated with Montreal Cognitive Assessment Japanese

version (MoCA-J) scores but also abundant in the healthy group

but decreased in theMCI group, and the correlation between the

relative abundance of bacterial genera and the MoCA-J scores

of the healthy and the MCI group was calculated. The abun-
Figure 2. F. prausnitzii decreased in the MCI group compared with the

(A) Scatterplot showing the result of principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) with B

(B) Boxplot showing the interquartile range (IQR) of the within-group Bray-Curtis

which was analyzed by Wilcoxon rank-sum test (H, Healthy; M, MCI; A, AD).

(C and D) Volcano plot showing genera whose abundancewas significantly differe

healthy and the AD group (n = 7) by differential abundance analysis (ALDEx2). Th

healthy group. The y axis shows the –log10 of the p value, analyzed by Wilcoxon

shows themedian abundance of each genus. The abundance of species F. prausn

species belonging to the genus Faecalibacterium.

(E) Boxplot showing the IQR of the relative abundance of the genera between the h

between the healthy and the MCI group are shown (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, **p

(F) Scatterplot showing Spearman’s r and p value between the relative abundan

(MoCA-J) score of the healthy group (blue), the MCI group (red), and the healthy

See also Figures S1–S3 and Tables S1, S3, and S4.
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dances of 6 genera that showed significant differences between

the healthy and the MCI group were correlated significantly with

MoCA-J scores (Figure 2F; Table S4). Among them, F. prausnitzii

was the most abundant and was decreased significantly in the

MCI group comparedwith the healthy group (Figures 2C and 2E).

F. prausnitzii strains were isolated as candidates for gut
microbiome-based intervention in MCI
In addition to its correlation with MoCA-J scores and its high

abundance (Figures 2C, 2E, and 2F), F. prausnitzii has recently

attracted considerable attention as a next-generation health-

promoting bacterium.17,18 Therefore, we selected F. prausnitzii

as the most promising candidate for prevention of MCI and

aimed to isolate these potential MCI-preventive microbes from

the same subjects who underwent the gutmicrobial composition

analysis. As a result, 10 F. prausnitzii strainswere isolated among

approximately 4,000 total bacterial isolates. In parallel, we per-

formed an additional isolation experiment, and 2 F. prausnitzii

strains were isolated from a healthy middle-aged volunteer;

thus, in total, 12 F. prausnitzii strains were used for further anal-

ysis. The phylogenetic relationships of the 12 isolates with other

F. prausnitzii strains and members of Ruminococcaceae are

shown in Figure S3.

F. prausnitzii isolates improved Ab-induced cognitive
impairment
To examine part of the causal relationship between F. prausnitzii

and cognitive function, 12 isolates of F. prausnitziiwere adminis-

teredorally (p.o.) tomice thatwere injectedAb25-35 intracerebro-

ventricularly (i.c.v.). The vehicle group (i.c.v., Ab; p.o., saline)

showed a significant reduction in alternation behavior in the Y-

maze test compared with the sham operation group (i.c.v.,

distilled water; p.o., saline), suggesting that mice injected with

Ab25-35 showed impaired working memory (Figure 3B). Howev-

er, among the 12 isolates, oral administration of live Fp14 (p =

0.0070), Fp28 (p = 0.0181), Fp77 (p = 0.0323), and Fp360 (p =

0.0001) (i.c.v., Ab; p.o., either of the live bacteria suspended in

culture medium) improved this alternation behavior impairment

compared with medium-administered mice (i.c.v., Ab; p.o., cul-

turemedium) in the Y-maze test (Figure 3B). Therewere no signif-

icant difference in the total number of entries into the three arms

among the groups except for the donepezil group and Fp4, sug-

gesting that Fp14, Fp28, Fp77, and Fp360 did not affect locomo-

tor activity (Figure 3A).Regarding thepassive avoidance (PA) test,
healthy group and correlated with cognitive test scores

ray-Curtis distance.

distance, confirming the PCoA trend. The black horizontal lines show p < 0.05,

nt (C) between the healthy (n = 20) and theMCI group (n = 15) or (D) between the

e x axis shows the log2 fold change of (C) the MCI or (D) the AD group over the

rank-sum test. The red horizontal line indicates p = 0.05. The size of the circle

itzii and genus Faecalibacterium are the same because F. prausnitzii is the sole

ealthy andMCI group. Six genera whose abundance was significantly different

< 0.01, *p < 0.05).

ce of F. prausnitzii and the Montreal Cognitive Assessment Japanese version

and the MCI groups (black).
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Figure 3. F. prausnitzii isolates improved Ab-induced cognitive impairment

12 live isolates of F. prausnitziiwere administered orally to mice that were injected i.c.v. with Ab25-35. Cognitive performance was evaluated by Y-maze test and

PA test.

(A) Bar plot showing total entry time in the Y-maze test.

(B) Bar plot showing the alternation ratio in the Y-maze test.

(C) Bar plot showing the latency time of the acquisition trial in the PA test.

(D) Bar plot showing the latency time of the test trial in the PA test.

All values are expressed as the mean + SE (n = 9, biological replicates). **p < 0.01 by two-sided unpaired Student’s t test (sham operation versus vehicle); #p <

0.05, ##p < 0.01 by two-sided unpaired Student’s t test (versus culture medium); yyp < 0.01 by two-sided unpaired Student’s t test (versus vehicle).
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the vehicle group had a significantly lower latency time than the

sham operation group during the test trial, but this was improved

by oral administration of live Fp360 (p = 0.0303) (Figure 3D), indi-

cating that live Fp360 could attenuate the long-term memory

dysfunction of Ab-injected mice. There was no significant differ-

ence in the latency time among groups in the acquisition trial (Fig-

ure 3C). Considering the results of these two tests,we focused on

Fp14 and Fp360 for further analysis as themost promising candi-

dates among the 12 strains of F. prausnitzii because they showed
the third-highest and highest potential, respectively, in the Y-

maze test and PA test.

The selected Fp14 and Fp360 improved Ab-induced
cognitive impairment in different bacterial forms
(pasteurized or live)
To investigate whether efficacy was derived from the selected

F. prausnitzii itself or its metabolites, live Fp14 or Fp360, pasteur-

ized Fp14 or Fp360, and their corresponding culture supernatant
Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100398, September 21, 2021 5
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Figure 4. The selected Fp14 and Fp360 improved Ab-induced cognitive impairment in different bacterial forms (pasteurized or live)

Live Fp14 or Fp360, pasteurized Fp14 or Fp360, and their corresponding culture supernatant were administered orally to mice that were injected i.c.v. with Ab25-

35. Cognitive performance was evaluated by Y-maze test and PA test.

(A) Bar plot showing total entry time in the Y-maze test.

(B) Bar plot showing the alternation ratio in the Y-maze test.

(C) Bar plot showing the latency time of the acquisition trial in the PA test.

(D) Bar plot showing the latency time of the test trial in the PA test.

All values are expressed as the mean + SE (n = 12, biological replicates). **p < 0.01 by two-sided unpaired Student’s t test (sham operation versus vehicle); #p <

0.05, ##p < 0.01 by two-sided unpaired Student’s t test (versus culture medium); yp < 0.05, yyp < 0.01 by two-sided unpaired Student’s t test (versus vehicle). See

also Figure S4.
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were administered orally to mice injected i.c.v. with Ab25-35.

Live Fp360 reproducibly and significantly improved Ab-induced

cognitive impairment in the Y-maze test (p = 0.0032) (Figure 4B)

and the PA test (p = 0.0249) (Figure 4D). However, pasteurized

Fp360 and its culture supernatant did not show significant

improvement of Ab-induced cognitive impairment (p = 0.0717,

0.2319 for the Y-maze test [Figure 4B]; p = 0.1197, 0.6402 for

the PA test [Figure 4D]). Regarding Fp14, live Fp14 had a ten-
6 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100398, September 21, 2021
dency to improve Ab-induced cognitive impairment only in the

Y-maze test (p = 0.0932; Figure 4B), with no effects on the PA

test (p = 0.1002; Figure 4D) and, thus, did not show any repro-

ducible significant improvement in the Y-maze test compared

with the results of the previous animal study (Figure 3B). Howev-

er, to our surprise, pasteurized Fp14 improved Ab-induced

cognitive impairment in the PA test (p = 0.0003; Figure 4D),

and this efficacy was shown to be reproducible (p = 0.0023;
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Figure S4). On the other hand, the culture supernatant of Fp14

did not significantly reduce Ab-induced cognitive impairment

(p = 0.1263 for the Y-maze test [Figure 4B]; p = 0.4282 for the

PA test, [Figure 4D]).

Whole-genome comparison revealed specific orthologs
in the effective F. prausnitzii strains
We next hypothesized that Fp14 and Fp360 would share specific

genomic features because of their shared efficacy in the PA test.

Furthermore, we examined whether Fp14 and Fp360 each had

their own specific genomic features because of the difference

in their effective form (pasteurized for Fp14 or live for Fp360).

Complete genomes of the 12 F. prausnitzii isolates were ob-

tained, and specific orthologs were identified using a whole-

genome comparison analytical pipeline (Figure S5). Orthologs

found only in specific strains or orthologs that contained KEGG

orthologs (KOs) found only in specific strains were defined as

‘‘specific orthologs.’’

Four specific orthologs were determined to be shared only by

Fp14 and Fp360 when we compared their genome with those of

the 10 other isolates (Table S5). Three of these 4 specific ortho-

logs were adjacent to each other (Figure 5A).

Next, 150 specific orthologs were identified solely in Fp14

when we compared its genome with those of the other 11 iso-

lates (Table S5). Five specific orthologs from genes 753–757

were adjacent to each other, and 3 of these 5 specific orthologs

were related to trehalose metabolism (Figures 5B and S6; Table

S5). Twelve specific orthologs from genes 767–778 were adja-

cent to each other, and 2 of these 12 specific orthologs were

related to pilus assembly (Figure 5B; Table S5).

Furthermore, 214 specific orthologs were identified solely in

Fp360 when we compared its genome with those of the other

11 isolates (Table S5). Some of these specific orthologs were

related to cell division (Table S5).

Metagenome shotgun sequencing verified abundant
orthologs in the healthy group
Furthermore, we sought to verify whether these specific ortho-

logs have a connection to MCI and the ameliorating efficacy of

these effective strains by using metagenomic data from the

same cross-sectional study (Figure 2; Table S1). The abundance

of specific orthologs in the metagenome was calculated and

compared between the healthy and the MCI group. In addition,

to investigate the functions of these specific orthologs, KOs

and domain profiles were assigned to each ortholog (Figure S5).

Among the 4 specific orthologs that were shared only by Fp14

and Fp360, the abundance of one ortholog (OG0003536; Fig-
Figure 5. Whole-genome comparison revealed specific orthologs in th

Complete genomes of the 12 F. prausnitzii isolates were obtained using a PacBio s

tools: Roary andOrthofinder. Orthologs found only in specific strains or orthologs t

as ‘‘specific orthologs.’’

(A) 3 of the 4 specific orthologs shared only by Fp14 and Fp360 were adjacent to e

in the other 10 isolated strains.

(B) 17 of 150 specific orthologs found solely in Fp14 were adjacent to each othe

Intergroup differences in ortholog abundance between the healthy and the MCI g

whose abundance was significantly higher in the healthy group than in the MCI gro

ortholog using DIAMOND, InterProScan, and TMHMM. See also Figures S5 and
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ure 5A) was significantly higher in the healthy group than in the

MCI group (p = 0.0226; Figures 6A and 6B; Table S6), and this

ortholog was predicted as a transmembrane protein by TMHMM

(Figure 5A; Table S5).

Among the 150 specific orthologs that were found solely

in Fp14, 4 specific orthologs (OG0003865, OG0002169,

OG0000069, and OG0001676; Figure 5B) were significantly

higher in the healthy group than in the MCI group (p = 0.0099,

0.0009, 0.0121, and 0.0024, respectively) (Figures 6A and 6B;

Table S6). These 4 specific orthologs were adjacent to each

other (Figure 5B) and predicted to be an extracellular protein or

a transmembrane protein (Figure 5B; Table S5). Additionally, 3

of these 4 specific orthologs (OG0002169, OG0000069, and

OG0001676) were related to trehalose metabolism (Figure 5B;

Table S5).

Among the 214 specific orthologs that were found solely in

Fp360, 3 specific orthologs (OG0004181, OG0000713, and

OG0000772) were significantly higher in the healthy group than

in the MCI group (p = 0.0416, 0.0162, and 0.0195, respectively)

(Figures 6A and 6B; Table S6) and predicted to be extracellular

proteins, transmembrane proteins, and intracellular proteins,

respectively (Table S5). Additionally, 2 of 3 specific orthologs

(OG0000713 and OG0000772) were related to cell division (Fig-

ure 6B; Table S5).

Metabolome and RNA-seq analysis explored the
potential mechanism of action of pasteurized Fp14 in
the brain
A limitation of using F. prausnitzii is its high sensitivity to oxygen,

so the efficacy of Fp14 gained by pasteurization would be a

feasible solution for use of F. prausnitzii as a preventive interven-

tion material. Thus, we focused on pasteurized Fp14 for further

analysis. We performed metabolome and RNA-seq analyses of

the hippocampus gained from the behavioral animal experi-

ments to explore the potential mechanism of efficacy. Metabo-

lome analysis detected 355 annotated metabolites (Figure 7A;

Table S7). Among them, pasteurized Fp14 significantly reduced

thymine (p = 0.032; Figure 7B) and N6-methyl-20-deoxyadeno-
sine (m6dA or 6mA, p = 0.033; Figure 7B) and had a tendency

to reduce suberic acid (p = 0.072; Figure 7B). These metabolites

have been reported to be related to oxidative stress and mito-

chondrial functions. RNA-seq analysis also detected 15 differen-

tially expressed transcripts (Table S8). Among them, pasteurized

Fp14 significantly reduced the transcripts of phosphofurin acidic

cluster sorting protein 2 (PACS-2) (q = 3.29E�16 and q =

1.56E�16, respectively; Table S8), which has also been reported

to be related to mitochondrial function.
e effective F. prausnitzii strains

equencer. Specific orthologs were identified by using different ortholog finding

hat contained KEGGorthologs (KOs) found only in specific strains were defined

ach other. Specific orthologs shared only by Fp14 and Fp360 were not present

r.

roup were analyzed by Wilcoxon rank-sum test (*p < 0.05). Specific orthologs

up are indicated by asterisks. KOs and domain profiles were assigned to each

S6 and Tables S2 and S5.
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Figure 6. Metagenome shotgun sequencing verified abundant orthologs in the healthy group

(A) Volcano plot showing the specific orthologs whose abundance was significantly different between the healthy and the MCI group (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

Orthologs foundonly in specific strainsor orthologs that containedKOs foundonly in specific strainsweredefinedas ‘‘specific orthologs.’’ The x axis shows the log2
of the median abundance in the MCI group over the median abundance in the healthy group. The y axis shows the –log10 of the p value analyzed by the Wilcoxon

rank-sum test. The red horizontal line indicates p = 0.05. The size of the circles shows the median abundance of each ortholog. Colored circles show the category

(black, shared only by Fp14 and Fp360; green, only Fp14; magenta, only Fp360).

(B) Boxplots showing the IQR of the abundance of the specific orthologs. Eight specific orthologs whose abundance was significantly higher in the healthy group

than in theMCI group are shown (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, *p < 0.05). Colored circles show the category (black, shared only by Fp14 and Fp360; green, only Fp14;

magenta, only Fp360). These significant results were obtained whenwe used specific orthologs categorized byOrthofinder, and the same significant results were

also observed when we used specific orthologs categorized by Roary (Table S6), except OG0000222. OG0000222 categorized by Orthofinder was significantly

higher in the healthy group, but the ortholog that was categorized by Roary, which contained the same genes of Fp360 in OG0000222, was not significantly higher

in the healthy group.

See also Figure S5 and Tables S1, S3, S5, and S6.
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DISCUSSION

In the present study, we highlighted the characteristics of

F. prausnitzii strains with specific orthologs as candidates for

gut microbiome-based intervention in Alzheimer’s-type demen-

tia. The comparative analysis of gut microbial composition in the

cross-sectional study guided us to select and isolate

F. prausnitzii, and administration of the isolated F. prausnitzii

strains to an AD mouse model demonstrated part of the causal

relationship between strains of F. prausnitzii and cognitive func-

tion in MCI. Furthermore, whole-genome comparison and meta-

genome shotgun sequencing revealed specific orthologs that

were found only in the effective strains and were more abundant

in the healthy group than in the MCI group. In addition, metabo-

lome and RNA-seq analysis exhibited the relationship between

the efficacy of pasteurized Fp14, oxidative stress, andmitochon-

drial function in the brain.

In terms of AD prevention, intervention before or during MCI is

regarded as promising.5 We therefore considered that, for selec-
tion of candidate psychobiotics for AD prevention, a comparison

of the healthy and theMCI group ismore suitable than a compar-

ison of the healthy and the AD group. F. prausnitzii decreased in

the MCI group and had a positive correlation with cognitive test

(MoCA-J) score (Figures 2C and 2F), and administration of either

of the two of F. prausnitzii strains (pasteurized Fp14 and live

Fp360) isolated from the subjects who participated in our

cross-sectional study were shown to improve cognitive impair-

ment in an ADmousemodel (Figures 3 and 4). Therewere dispar-

ities in group size, gender, and age, as shown in Table S1, and

there was a significant difference between the average age of

the healthy and the MCI group. It is known that microbiome

composition changes with age,19 but there was no significant

correlation between age and the abundance of F. prausnitzii in

each group (Figure S2D), from which we speculate that the

reduction of F. prausnitzii between the healthy and MCI group

is related to the group difference. The results of our cross-

sectional study between the healthy and the MCI group showed

some differences from or similarities to the accumulated
Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100398, September 21, 2021 9
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Figure 7. Metabolome analysis explored the potential mechanism of action of pasteurized Fp14 in the brain

(A) Scatterplot showing the result of the metabolome analysis. The x axis shows the log2 fold change of the sham operation group over the vehicle group. The y

axis shows log2 fold change of the pasteurized Fp14-administered group over the vehicle group. The size of the circle shows the p value (two-sided unpaired

Welch’s t test) between the pasteurized Fp14-administered group and the vehicle group.

(B) Bar plot showing the relative areas of metabolites related to oxidative stress and mitochondrial function.

All values are expressed as the mean + SE (n = 3, biological replicates). *p < 0.05 by two-sided unpairedWelch’s t test (versus vehicle). See also Table S7 and S8.
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evidence of which we are aware.8,20,21 One Japanese cross-

sectional study reported that the prevalence of Bacteroides

was lower in the control group than in the MCI group, but the

number of F. prausnitzii was not referred to.8 We speculate

that the different gut microbial composition analysis method

(our 16S rRNA gene sequencing and their terminal restriction

fragment length polymorphism [T-RFLP] method) caused the

different results, as often observed in other studies.22,23 A

Chinese cross-sectional study showed a reduction in Faecali-

bacterium in the MCI group compared with the healthy group,

in accordance with our results,20 but an American cross-

sectional study did not.21 We speculate that these differences

or similarities come from differences in the subjects’ back-

grounds, such as geography, culture, and dietary habits,

as discussed in another article.24 Regarding our results for the

healthy and the AD group, no reduction of Faecalibacterium

and no increase of Prevotella were observed (Figures S2B and

S2E), which was different from the comparison of the healthy
10 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100398, September 21, 2021
and MCI group in our study. The reason for this is currently un-

known, but this result was consistent with one American

cohort.25 However, a Chinese cohort and another American

cohort showed a significant reduction of Faecalibacterium and

a significant increase of Prevotella denticola in the AD group,26,27

so we also speculate that these differences come from differ-

ences in the subjects’ backgrounds.24 Further research in

multi-center cohorts is needed to elucidate whether the differ-

ence in Faecalibacterium is a universal phenomenon. Given the

difficult interpretation of the long-term changes in lifestyle,

including residence, diet, and disease progress, in AD7 and

for preventive intervention in the future, we focused on

F. prausnitzii, which was not only correlated with cognitive test

scores but also abundant in the healthy group and decreased

in the MCI group (Figures 2C and 2F). Moreover, in addition to

being the predominant bacterial species reported in various in-

ternational cohort studies of the human gut microbiome,28–30

F. prausnitzii has also been reported to decrease in individuals
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with various diseases, such as inflammatory bowel disease, dia-

betes, and chronic kidney disease;18,31 thus, F. prausnitzii has

recently attracted considerable attention as a next-generation

health-promoting bacterium.17,18 This accumulated evidence

and our findings in the cross-sectional study brought us to selec-

tion and isolation of F. prausnitzii and our animal experiments,

which revealed part of the previously unrecognized causal rela-

tionships between specific strains of F. prausnitzii, an MCI-

related microbe, and cognitive function.

Pasteurized Fp14, to our surprise, reproducibly and signifi-

cantly improved cognitive impairment in the PA test, which

was not observed with live Fp14 (Figures 4 and S4). A similar

phenomenon of the effect of pasteurization was observed in

another next-generation, health-promoting, Gram-negative bac-

terium, Akkermansia muciniphila.32 We speculate that pasteuri-

zation of Gram-negative bacteria enhances bioactivity by solubi-

lizing extracellular components or by increasing the accessibility

of membrane proteins. A limitation of using F. prausnitzii in hu-

mans is its high sensitivity to oxygen; thus, the efficacy gained

by pasteurization would be a solution for use of strictly anaerobic

health-promoting bacteria and provides insight into the potential

properties of F. prausnitzii as a preventive intervention material.

The effect of pasteurized Fp14 on cognitive improvement was

observed only in the PA test, not in the Y-maze test (Figure 4); the

former evaluates long-termmemory and the latter workingmem-

ory. In terms of memory consolidation, the improvement of long-

term memory includes improvement of working memory,33 so

the effect of pasteurized Fp14 on memory function seems to

be obvious. Thus, no significant differences in the Y-maze test

could be explained by the possibility that the effect of improve-

ment of working memory by Fp14 was masked by other effects

on brain functions, such as curiosity. Further research regarding

other effects on brain functions is needed to reveal the overall

mechanism of action of pasteurized Fp14. On the other hand,

the effect of live Fp360 on cognitive improvement was observed

in the PA test and the Y-maze test (Figure 4). The total number of

specific orthologs that were found only in Fp360 was larger than

that of Fp14 (Table S5), so we could speculate that the combina-

tion of specific orthologs found solely in Fp360 could potentially

be related to its stronger efficacy compared with Fp14, but the

specific mechanism of action of live Fp360 needs to be eluci-

dated in further studies.

Whole-genome comparison of F. prausnitzii isolates and veri-

fication by metagenomics data revealed that some of the spe-

cific orthologs found in the effective strains were significantly

higher in the healthy group than in the MCI group (Figures 5

and 6). One specific ortholog, OG0003536, which was shared

only by Fp14 and Fp360, was significantly higher in the healthy

group and predicted to be a transmembrane protein (Figures

5A, 6A, and 6B). It is well known that transmembrane proteins

mediate multiple interactions between a bacterium and its envi-

ronment,34 so it is implied that this shared protein would be

related to the effect of cognitive improvement with Fp14 and

Fp360. However, given the differences in the effective form be-

tween Fp14 (pasteurized) and Fp360 (live), we speculate that

combination of OG0003536 with specific orthologs that were

identified exclusively in each strain would more deeply explain

the effect of cognitive improvement.
Four specific orthologs that were found solely in Fp14 were

significantly higher in the healthy group and surprisingly adjacent

to each other (Figures 5B, 6A, and 6B). Two implications could

be derived from these results. First, they were all predicted to

be an extracellular protein or a transmembrane protein (Fig-

ure 5B), so one speculation is that pasteurization increases their

accessibility to the host, solubilizes these proteins, or changes

their conformation, which would lead to efficacy of Fp14 as a

pasteurized form only. Second, 3 of the 4 specific orthologs

were related to extracellular trehalose intake and trehalose

metabolism (Figure 5B). Thus, another speculation is that the

intracellular trehalose, trehalose 6-phosphate, or some sort of

substances related to the trehalose metabolism, were excreted

because of pasteurization and worked as the effective com-

pound when administering pasteurized Fp14. This speculation

is supported by a report showing that administration of trehalose

to a Tg2576 mouse model of AD improved cognitive impair-

ment.35 Further research is needed to elucidate whether these

extracellular and transmembrane proteins themselves or a com-

bination of these proteins with trehalose-related metabolites or

with OG0003536 would explain the efficacy of pasteurized Fp14.

Three specific orthologs that were found solely in Fp360 were

significantly higher in the healthy group, and 2 of these 3 specific

orthologs were related to cell division: K13052 (DivIC) and

K09888 (ZapA) (Figures 6A and 6B; Table S5). TheDivIC complex

has been reported recently to have a large periplasmic domain

and to direct peptidoglycan (PG) synthesis specific to the

septum during cell division and start massive PG synthesis at

the midcell for synthesis of the septum.36 These PG structures

andDivIC complex at themidcell appear only during cell division;

therefore, we could speculate that the transient structures of PG

and the DivIC complex are somehow related to the result that re-

quires Fp360 to be in the live form to be efficacious. Further

research is needed to reveal whether these cell division proteins

themselves or combination of these proteins with OG0003536

would explain the efficacy of live Fp360.

We also analyzed whether known strains of F. prausnitzii have

the specific orthologs that were shared by the effective strains

Fp14 and Fp360. By comparison of the complete genomes of

our isolated F. prausnitzii strains and three known strains (A2-

165, S3L/3, and L2-6; Figure S3), we found 6 orthologs other

than OG0000713 and OG0000772 among 8 orthologs (Figure 6)

that were not shared by the aforementioned three strains. How-

ever, OG0000713 and OG0000772 (found solely in Fp360) were

shared by the L2-6 strain. The detailed characteristics and the ef-

fect of the L2-6 strain on cognitive status is currently unknown,

so further studies are needed to clarify whether L2-6 and

Fp360 have the same efficacy profile and whether these bacteria

are potent because of these shared specific orthologs.

The efficacy gained by pasteurization in Fp14 would be a

feasible solution for use of strictly anaerobic health-promoting

bacteria as a preventive intervention material. Thus, we focused

on pasteurized Fp14 in metabolome and RNA-seq analyses of

the hippocampus to explore the potential mechanism of efficacy.

Regarding metabolome analysis, Fp14 significantly reduced

thymine and 6mA and had a tendency to reduce suberic acid

(Figure 7). These metabolites have been reported to be related

to oxidative stress andmitochondrial function.37–41 For example,
Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100398, September 21, 2021 11
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thymine glycol, an oxidized form of thymine, has been reported

to accumulate in the brain of individuals with AD,41, but thymine

glycol was not measured in this metabolome analysis. Second,

6mA has been shown to increase during chronic restraint stress

in mouse brains39 and was related to the increase of reactive ox-

ygen species (ROS) production in mitochondria.37 Third, dicar-

boxylic acids (DCAs), such as suberic acid and azelaic acid,

are formed by oxidative breakdown of unsaturated fatty acids

and are known tomodify mitochondrial function.38 This evidence

guided us to speculate that our results (Figure 7) exhibited a rela-

tionship between the efficacy of pasteurized Fp14 with oxidative

stress and mitochondrial function. Regarding RNA-seq analysis,

pasteurized Fp14 significantly reduced the transcripts of PACS-

2 (Table S8). PACS-2 has been reported to play critical roles in

mitochondrial dynamics and to be related to many diseases,

including AD.42 This evidence and our results (Table S8) also

supported involvement of pasteurized Fp14 with mitochondrial

function in the brain. Moreover, this potential involvement is

also consistent with evidence showing that certain compounds

restore cognitive function through reversion of the Ab-induced

reduction in mitochondrial mass and hippocampal neurogenesis

in APP/PS1 mice.43 Furthermore, evidence showing that treha-

lose ameliorates oxidative stress-mediated mitochondrial

dysfunction44 also supports the insights into the relationship be-

tween oxidative stress, mitochondrial function, and the efficacy

of pasteurized Fp14, whose specific orthologs are related to

trehalose metabolism (Figure 5B). Further studies are needed

to elucidate the detailed involvement of pasteurized Fp14 in

oxidative stress and mitochondrial function.

Comparison of gut microbial composition of healthy, MCI, and

AD groups led us to selection and isolation of F. prausnitzii as a

potential MCI-preventive microbe for gut microbiome-based

intervention in MCI. We next demonstrated part of the causal

relationship between the strains of F. prausnitzii, an MCI-related

microbe, and cognitive function by administration of isolated

F. prausnitzii strains to an AD mouse model. The efficacy gained

by pasteurization highlighted the potential for resolving the

burden of using health-promoting bacteria, F. prausnitzii, as a

preventive intervention material in humans despite its high sensi-

tivity to oxygen. Moreover, whole-genome comparison and

metagenome shotgun sequencing revealed specific orthologs

that were found only in the effective F. prausnitzii strains and

were significantly abundant in the healthy group compared

with theMCI group, which implied a relationship of these specific

orthologs with MCI and part of the mechanism of efficacy in

different bacterial forms (pasteurized or live). In addition, metab-

olome and RNA-seq analyses exhibited a relationship between

the efficacy of pasteurized Fp14, oxidative stress, andmitochon-

drial function in the brain. Thus, our findings highlight the charac-

teristics of F. prausnitzii strains with these specific orthologs as

candidates for gut microbiome-based intervention in Alz-

heimer’s-type dementia.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The following limitations should be considered. First, although

the relationship between specific microbes and cognitive func-

tion was found based on a cross-sectional study, age-matched
12 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100398, September 21, 2021
validation cohorts with large sample sizes, longitudinal cohorts,

and intervention trials at the human level are needed to confirm

these results. Second, although the mouse model in this study

has symptomatic and pathophysiological similarities to human

AD and could be useful for evaluating candidates for intervention

in AD through behavioral experiments (Methods details), the

model does not reflect the long-term pathological progress of

AD, such as Ab deposition. Thus, investigating the efficacy of

pasteurized Fp14 and live Fp360 on Ab and tau deposition in

other AD mouse models would be of interest in future studies.

Third, although specific orthologs andpotentiallymechanistically

related metabolites or transcripts were found, further investiga-

tions are required to elucidate whether these specific orthologs

and potentially mechanistically relatedmetabolites or transcripts

are related tomediation of cognitive improvement of pasteurized

Fp14 and live Fp360.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bacterial and virus strains

F. prausnitzii Fp1 This paper N/A

F. prausnitzii Fp4 This paper N/A

F. prausnitzii Fp14 This paper N/A

F. prausnitzii Fp28 This paper N/A

F. prausnitzii Fp40 This paper N/A

F. prausnitzii Fp45 This paper N/A

F. prausnitzii Fp77 This paper N/A

F. prausnitzii Fp137 This paper N/A

F. prausnitzii Fp360 This paper N/A

F. prausnitzii Fp944 This paper N/A

F. prausnitzii Fp1043 This paper N/A

F. prausnitzii Fp1160 This paper N/A

Biological samples

Healthy, MCI, and AD fecal samples This paper N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Nextera Index Kit Ilumina FC-131-1002

TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep Kit Ilumina FC-121-4003

Deposited data

16S rRNA sequencing (Japanese, n = 43) This paper NCBI Sequence Read Archive:

PRJNA679347

Whole-genome sequencing (12 isolates of

F. prausnitzii)

This paper NCBI Genome: PRJNA679348

Whole-metagenome shotgun sequencing

(Japanese, n = 43)

This paper NCBI Sequence Read Archive:

PRJNA679346

RNA sequencing of mouse hippocampus

(n = 51)

This paper NCBI Sequence Read Archive:

PRJNA735905

Genome of F.prausnitzii A2-165 GenBank GCA_010509575.1

Genome of F.prausnitzii S3L/3 GenBank GCA_000209855.1

Genome of F.prausnitzii L2-6 GenBank GCA_000210735.1

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

ddY mice Japan SLC, Inc. RRID: MGI:5558113

Software and Algorithms

QIIME2 Bolyen et al.45 https://qiime2.org/

MEGA Kumar et al., 201846 https://www.megasoftware.net/

Circlator Hunt et al.47 http://sanger-pathogens.github.io/

circlator/

CheckM Parks et al.48 http://ecogenomics.github.io/CheckM/

Prokka Seemann49 https://vicbioinformatics.com/software.

prokka.shtml

InterProScan Jones et al.50 http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/search/

sequence/

TMHMM Krogh et al.51 http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/

Roary Page et al.52 https://sanger-pathogens.github.io/Roary/

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Orthofinder Emms and Kelly53 https://github.com/davidemms/

OrthoFinder

DIAMOND Buchfink et al.54 https://github.com/bbuchfink/diamond

Cutadapt Martin55 https://cutadapt.readthedocs.io/en/stable/

Bowtie2 Langmead and Salzberg56 http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/

index.shtml

Kallisto Bray et al.57 https://pachterlab.github.io/kallisto/about

Hisat2 Kim et al.58 https://daehwankimlab.github.io/hisat2/

StringTie Pertea et al.59 http://ccb.jhu.edu/software/stringtie/

SAMtools Li et al.60 http://samtools.sourceforge.net/
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Takuji

Yamada (takuji@bio.titech.ac.jp).

Materials availability
There are restrictions to the availability of the F. prausnitzii strains because of a patent filed on the invention and materials related to

this paper. F. prausnitzii strains in this paper will be made available upon request, but we may require a payment and/or a completed

Materials Transfer Agreement if there is a potential for commercial application.

Data and code availability
The sequencing data reported in this paper are available from NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) or NCBI Genome BioProject

PRJNA679346, PRJNA679347 PRJNA679348, PRJNA735905. Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported

in this work paper is available from the Lead Contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Participants
The flowdiagram of the selection of the subjects and the characteristics of the selected subjects are shown in Figure S1, Table S1 and

Table S3. Subjects of the healthy group (n = 21, % female = 61.9) and the MCI group (n = 15, % female = 60.0) aged 65 years or older

were recruited from the participants in longitudinal studies of aging and health at the town of Kusatsu, Gunma Prefecture, Japan, in

2015.61 Subjects in the AD group (n = 7,% female = 71.4) aged 65 years or older were recruited at Kusatsu from those (n = 5) who lived

in a local nursing home in Kusatsu, from those (n = 26) who used public nursing services in Kusatsu, and from those (n = 12) who

participated in longitudinal studies of aging and health at the town of Kusatsu, Gunma Prefecture. Participants in the present study

were excluded if they (1) used antibiotics in the previous two weeks prior to fecal sampling, (2) underwent GI tract surgery in the past

half year, (3) had a history of GI disorders such as inflammatory bowel disease, inflammatory bowel syndrome, GI cancer or gastro-

stomy, (4) had a history of diabetes, or (5) had a history of any significant neurologic or psychiatric diseases other than AD. This study

was conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants after they

were provided with a detailed explanation of the study protocol, which was approved (Approval No. 1548 in 2015) by the ethics com-

mittee of the TokyoMetropolitan Institute of Gerontology (TMIG). Sample size was not estimated as we regarded this cross-sectional

study as an observational study, not an interventional study. We aimed to find candidates for gut microbiome-based intervention and

opted to confirm the result by the examination using animal model.

Participants underwent the following geriatric assessments: (1) Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), Montreal Cognitive

Assessment Japanese version (MoCA-J),62 and Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR)63 to evaluate comprehensive cognitive function,

(2) TMIG-Index of Competence to evaluate basic Activities of Daily Living (ADL),64 (3) a medical interview to confirm medical history

and current medication use, and (4) health checkup data, i.e., the results of blood tests and blood pressure tests as previously

described.65

Participants were divided into three groups: healthy, MCI and AD. The healthy group and the MCI group were diagnosed based on

Petersen’s criteria.66 Participants were diagnosedwith healthy if they had (1) nomemory complaints by the participants, (2) aMoCA-J

score of 26 or over, (3) an MMSE score of 24 or over, (4) a CDR score of 0, (5) no impairment in five basic ADLs (ADL = 5), and (6) no

neurologic or psychiatric disease.
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Participants were diagnosed with MCI if they had (1) memory complaints by the participants, family members or physicians in the

previous 6months, (2) aMoCA-J score of 25 or under, (3) anMMSE score of 24 or over, (4) a CDR score of 0.5, (5) no impairment in five

basic ADLs (ADL = 5), and (6) no neurologic or psychiatric disease.

Participants were diagnosed with AD by doctors based on the cognitive assessment result (MMSE), the blood test result, and the

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-IV criteria.67 Briefly, the following six criteria of DSM-IV were assessed

based on the medical interviews and questionnaires on the participants and the nurses, and the review of the medical records: (I) the

development of multiple cognitive deficits was manifested by both memory impairment and one (or more) of the following cognitive

disturbances: aphasia, apraxia, agnosia, or disturbances in executive functioning; (II) the cognitive deficits in criteria (I) caused sig-

nificant impairment in social or occupational functioning and represented a significant decline from a previous level of functioning; (III)

the course was characterized by gradual onset and continuing cognitive decline; (IV) the cognitive deficits in criteria (I) were not due to

any of the following: other central nervous system conditions that cause progressive deficits in memory and cognition, systemic con-

ditions that are known to cause dementia, or substance-induced conditions; (V) the deficits did not occur exclusively during the

course of a delirium; and (VI) the disturbance was not better accounted for by another Axis I disorder. Brain imaging was not per-

formed when we used the DSM-IV criteria in this study. If we used other criteria, such as the National Institute of Neurological

and Communicative Disorders and Stroke & the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA), the

AD participants in this study were categorized into possible AD or probable AD.

We isolated F. prausnitzii strains from the feces of healthy (Fp1, Fp4, Fp14, Fp28, Fp40, Fp45, Fp77, Fp137 and Fp360) and MCI

(Fp944) volunteers who participated in our cross-sectional study under completely anaerobic conditions. Written informed consent

was obtained from all participants after they were provided with a detailed explanation of the study protocol, which was approved

(Approval No. 1042 in 2016) by the ethics committee of TMIG. We also isolated two F. prausnitzii strains (Fp1043 and Fp1160) from

the feces of a healthy volunteer (n = 1, 30 years old). Written informed consent was obtained after the detailed explanation of the study

protocol, which was approved (Approval No. ORQS-007 in 2016) by the ethics committee of Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

Animals
Male 7-week-oldddYmice (JapanSLC, Inc., Japan)weregivenMFdiet (Oriental YeastCo., Ltd., Japan) andwater ad libitum.Micewere

housed in a specificpathogen-free controlled environmentwith a 12 h light/12 hdark cycle andconstant temperature (25 �C)with under

4mice per cage as previously describedwith somemodifications.68 All animal experimentswere approved by the Animal Care andUse

Committee of Nihon Bioresearch Inc., accredited by the Health Science Center for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care and Use of

theJapanHealthSciencesFoundation.All animalexperimental procedureswereperformed inaccordancewith the recommendations in

the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health. Mice were daily administered 0.3 mL of live

F. prausnitzii, pasteurized bacterial solution (theMcFarland score of 20-fold dilution samples was 0.6, the corresponding bacterial con-

centration was 1.13 109 bacteria / animal, which was calculated based on the manual of our density measurement equipment (DEN-

SIMAT,BioMérieux, France)) or culture supernatant byoral gavage for 11days, starting2daysbefore theAb injection (weconfirmed that

0.3mL gavagewas below 10mL/kg/day, the recommendedmax volume determined bymouseweight). Regarding the positive control

group,micewereorallyadministereddonepezil hydrochloride (0.5 mg/kg/day;WakoChemicals, Japan).Regarding thesham-operation

group and the vehicle group (Ab-injected mice), mice were orally administered 0.3 mL of saline. Regarding the medium-administered

group mice, mice were orally administered with 0.3 mL of LYBHI. No adverse effects were observed during the animal experiments.

The number of biological replicates was 9 in Figure 3, 12 in Figure 4 and 12 in Figure S4

METHOD DETAILS

DNA extraction
Stool samples were collected immediately after defecation. Stool samples were mixed with 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9), 40 mM EDTA,

4 M guanidine thiocyanate, and 0.001% bromothymol, and frozen at�80�C until further analysis. DNA was extracted from the frozen

fecal samples with the bead-beating method as previously described69 using a GNOME DNA Isolation Kit (MP Biomedicals, USA).

DNA quality was assessed with an Agilent 4200 Tape Station (Agilent Technologies, USA). After final precipitation, the DNA samples

were resuspended in TE buffer and stored at �80�C before further analysis.

16S rRNA gene sequencing
Barcodedamplicon libraries targetingan�300bp fragmentof theV3-V4 regionof thebacterial 16S rRNAgenewerepreparedusing the

universal primer pair 342F-806R70 andNextera XT IndexKit (Illumina, CA,USA). ThePCRproductswere individually concentrated and

purifiedusinga2%E-GelSizeSelect agarosegel (ThermoFisherScientific) andAMPureXPbeads (BeckmannCoulter,Brea,CA,USA).

Final libraries were quantified using the Quant-iT dsDNAHS Assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and the High Sensitivity DNA kit

(Agilent Technologies). Sequencing was carried out with a MiSeq sequencer (Illumina), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Gut microbial composition analysis
The sequenced reads were then processed using the QIIME 2TM pipeline (v 2019.7.0).45 In brief, reads were denoised by the

dada2 plugin, and taxonomic classification was performed using the GTDB (Genome Taxonomy Database, date: July 2019;
e3 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100398, September 21, 2021
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https://gtdb.ecogenomic.org/#) and the Naive-Bayes classifier. One sample with less than 10,000 sequencing reads was removed

(Table S3). Genera, which were detected in a sole sample or only in two samples, and genera with a mean abundance below 0.01%

were filtered. Differential abundance analysis was performed using ALDEx2 library in R (v3.6.3) (Figure 2). Principal coordinates anal-

ysis (PCoA) with Bray-Curtis distance and the calculation of Shannon-Wiener alpha-diversity indexwere performed byQIIME 2TM and

R (v3.6.3) to examine the difference of overall microbiome characteristics between groups (Figures 2 and S2).

Isolation of F. prausnitzii
Freshly emitted fecal samples were serially diluted 10�5 to 10�7 with dilution medium (per 1 L; K2HPO4 0.45 g, NaCl 0.9 g, (NH4)2SO4

0.9 g, KH2PO4 0.45 g, MgSO4$7H2O 0.19 g, CaCl2$2H2O 0.12 g, Na2CO3 80 g, agar 0.5 g, resazurin 1 mg, L-cysteine$HCl$H2O 0.5 g)

in anaerobic chambers (N2 = 90%, CO2 = 5%, H2 = 5%). The diluents were then plated on either YCFA agar medium (per 1 L; casitone

10 g, yeast extract 2.5 g, NaHCO3 4 g, glucose 4.5 g, hemin 10 mg, Tween 80 1 mL, agar 15 g, K2HPO4 0.45 g, KH2PO4 0.45 g,

(NH4)2SO4 0.9 g, NaCl 0.9 g, MgSO4$7H2O 0.09 g, CaCl2$2H2O 0.12 g, L-cysteine$HCl$H2O 1.4 g, acetic acid 53 mL, propionic

acid 19 mL, n-valeric acid 3.1 mL, iso-valeric acid 3.1 mL, iso-butyric acid, 3.1 mL), or on EG agar medium (per 1 L; Lab-Lemco powder

2.4 g, proteose peptone 10 g, yeast extract 5 g, Na2HPO4 4 g, glucose 1.5 g, soluble starch 0.5 g, L-cystine 0.2 g, Tween 80 1mL, agar

15 g, L-cysteine$HCl$H2O 0.5 g, horse blood 50 mL). After incubation for 1 to 2 days at 37�C in anaerobic conditions, we selected

approximately 4000 varied colonies on the plates followed by picking up and inoculating on YCFA agar medium or EG agar medium.

To perform single colonization, we repeated the pick-up and reinoculations, and then stocked all isolates at�80�Cwith 20%glycerol.

DNAwas extracted from a portion of the isolated colonies just before freezing for preservation by bead-based homogenization in 5%

Triton X-100. To identify the species of isolates, the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using the universal bacterial primers 27F

(50-AGAGTTTGATCCTGGCTCAG-30)71 and 1492R (50-GGTTACCTTGTTACGACTT-30).72 PCR products were partially sequenced

using the 27F primer, and then we identified the species of isolates based on 3 different Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)

databases (NCBI, Eztaxon and Living Tree Project, date: Nov 2016).

Phylogenetic analysis of F. prausnitzii
To obtain the full-length 16S rRNA gene, we performed sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene of the isolated F. prausnitzii strains using

primers 27F, 1492R, 520F (50-CAGGAGTGCCAGCAGCCGCGG-30), 520R (50-ACCGCGGCTGCTGGC-30), 1100F (50-CAGGAG

CAACGAGCGCAACCC-30), and 1100R (50-AGGGTTGCGCTCGTTG-30)73 using the dye-terminatormethod. Each sequence obtained

by the 6 different primers was assembled using GeneStudio (Professional Edition version 2.2.0.0). The similar available sequences,74

representing close relatives of the isolates (sequence accession numbers are shown at the last part of the strain name in Figure S3),

were retrieved from public databases (NCBI; date: Apr 2020). Evolutionary analyses were conducted using MEGA (version 10.1.7)46

(FigureS3). Briefly, evolutionary historywas inferred using the neighbor-joiningmethod.71 Tree topologywas evaluated by abootstrap

analysis with 1000 replicates. The evolutionary distances were computed using the Kimura 2-parameter method.71

Preparation of bacterial samples
Bacterial samples for animal experiments were prepared using the following method. F. prausnitzii strains were first maintained for

24 hours at 37�C in YCFA liquid medium (YCFA agar medium excluding agar and added with resazurin 0.5 mg/L) and then trans-

ferred to LYBHI liquid medium (pre 1 L; brain heart infusion 37 g, yeast extract 5 g, hemin 5 mg, cellobiose 1 g, maltose$H2O 1.1 g,

resazurin 0.5 mg, L-cysteine$HCl$H2O 0.7 g) at a ratio of 5%. After incubation for 24 or 48 hours at 37�C, bacterial cultures were

processed by centrifugation at 800 g for 10 minutes at room temperature. To obtain live bacterial samples, we resupsended the

bacterial pellets with culture media. This was to minimize the risk of repeated exposure to oxygen during washing and centrifuga-

tion on the survival of the strictly anaerobic live bacteria. The live bacterial solutions were stored at �80�C with 15% glycerol under

anaerobic conditions until further use for the live bacterial groups of the animal experiments. The culture media as well as the live

bacterial solutions were stored at �80�C with 15% glycerol under anaerobic conditions until further use for the medium-adminis-

tered groups of the animal experiment. Except for centrifugation, all manipulations were performed in anaerobic chambers (N2 =

90%, CO2 = 5%, H2 = 5%). Regarding the preparation of culture supernatant, the culture medium was centrifuged (800 g, room

temperature, 10 minutes) and filtered (0.22 mm pore size) to obtain the culture supernatant. The culture supernatant was mixed

with 15% glycerol and stored at �80�C until administration to the animals. Regarding the preparation of pasteurized bacteria,

the culture medium was centrifuged (800 g, room temperature, 10 minutes) to remove the supernatant, and the bacterial pellets

were washed twice with saline solution. The bacterial pellets were then resuspended in saline solution to achieve the same turbidity

as that of the live bacterial group and then pasteurized (70�C, 30 minutes). The pasteurized bacterial solution was stored at �80�C
until animal administration.

Intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) injection
We used an Ab-injected mouse model, of which validation was reported10 based on three types of validity: face, construct, and pre-

dictive validity. Face validity was assessed based on the symptomatic results that the Ab-injected mice significantly displayed

impaired memory acquisition, but not memory retrieval, which implies the similar episodic anterograde memory deficiency observed

in the early stages of humanADpatients. Construct validity was assessed based on the physiological results that the Ab-injectedmice

alsodisplayed significantly attenuated hippocampal long-termpotentiation. Predictive validitywasassessedbasedon the results that
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the treatment with galantamine, an approved drug for AD, significantly improved cognitive dysfunction in thismodel. The authors thus

concluded that the Ab-injectedmousemodel displays specific dysfunction ofmemory processes, which at least partly fulfills the three

validity criteria for AD. Furthermore, similar experimental condition were also used as reported in other studies.11–16 In these studies,

Ab25-35hasbeenwidely used. This is becauseAb25-35 is generally consideredas thebiologically active regionofAb, as introduced in

several studies.75–77 Regarding the dose of Ab25-35, we used similar dose as used in these studies. Thus, there are symptomatic and

pathophysiological similarities of this model with human AD and this validated animal model could be useful in evaluating the candi-

dates of Alzheimer’s-type dementia intervention through behavioral experiments. Ab protein 25-35 (PolyPeptide Laboratories, USA)

was dissolved in distilled water (final concentration 2 mM) and incubated at 37�C for 96 hours. I.c.v. injection was performed as

described previously with some modifications.68 Briefly, each mouse was anaesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital

(40 mg/kg, Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd., Japan) and subcutaneous injection of 0.25% levobupivacaine (Maruishi Pharmaceu-

tical Co.Ltd., Japan), and fixed in a stereotaxic frame (Narishige Inc., Japan). A burr holewasdrilled in the skull at the followingposition:

0.2mmposterior frombregma and 1mm to the right of themidline. A 28-gauge needle connected by a syringe pumpwas inserted into

the hole (2.5 mm depth from the brain surface), and Ab25-35 solution (3 mL, 6 nmol) was then injected i.c.v. (1.0 mL/minutes). After the

injection, the needle was held in place for an additional 3 minutes and then withdrawn.

Behavioral tests
To evaluate working memory, the Y-maze test was performed 6 days after the i.c.v. injection68 (6 days of recovery is enough to

get accurate behavior results as reported10–16) (Figures 3, 4, and S4). The maze was made of polyvinyl plastic and had three arms

(395 mm depth, 120 mm height, 45 mm width at the bottom, and 100 mm width at the top), which were symmetrically disposed at

120� angles from each other. Mice were initially placed at the end of one arm and allowed to freely move for 7 minutes. The

sequence of arm entries was manually counted to calculate the total number of entries and the alternation ratio (ratio of the num-

ber of alternations to (the total number of entries minus 2)). This test was performed by experimenters blind to the group

assignments.

One day after the Y-maze test, the PA test was carried out for evaluating long-term memory with some modifications78 (Figures 3,

4, and S4). The apparatus consisted of dark (240 mm width, 245 mm depth, 300 mm height) chamber with grid floors and a light

(100 mm width, 100 mm depth, 300 mm height) chamber. The acquisition trial was started by placing each mouse in the light cham-

ber. The guillotine door between the two chambers was opened after 10 s, and the initial latency time until entering into the dark

chamber was recorded. When the mice had completely moved into the dark chamber, an electric foot shock (0.2 mA, 2 s duration,

scrambled) was delivered to themice. Afterward, themice were placed back into their original mice cage. Twenty-four hours after the

acquisition trial, the mice were placed in the light chamber again, and the latency time until entering into the dark chamber was

measured with a cut-off time of 300 s as the test trial.

Whole-genome comparison
To obtain genomic DNA of F. prausnitzii strains for PacBio sequencing, F. prausnitzii strains were first incubated for 24 hours at 37�C
in YCFA liquid medium and then transferred to LYBHI liquid medium at a concentration of 5%. After incubation for 24 or 48 hours at

37�C, bacterial cultures were processed by centrifugation at 800 g for 10minutes at 4�C. The bacterial pellets were washed with PBS

supplemented with 0.5 g L-cysteine$HCl$H2O and 1 mg resazurin followed by centrifugation at 800 g for 10 minutes at 4�C. This
washing was repeated twice for a total of three PBS washes. The bacterial pellets were stored at �80�C until use. Genomic DNA

was extracted using the NucleoBond AXG 20 and NucleoBond Buffer Set III (Macherey-nagel GmbH & Co., Germany) and frag-

mented by g-TUBETM (Covaris, Inc., USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Extracted DNA samples were sequenced using

PacBio RS II (Pacific Biosciences, USA). The obtained reads were assembled de novo using PacBio SMRT Analysis (v2.3). Circlator

(v1.2.1)47 was used for circularizing genome assemblies. After circularization, Quiver was used for polishing. The genome complete-

ness and contamination were determined using CheckM (v1.0.08) (Table S2).48

CDS prediction and genome annotation were performed using Prokka (v1.12).49 Protein domains were predicted using

InterProScan (v5.40-77.0)50 and TMHMM (v2.0).51 Regarding TMHMM, if the whole sequence is labeled with inside or outside,

the prediction is that it contains no membrane and is regarded as either an intracellular protein or an extracellular protein. If the

whole sequence is labeled with at least one transmembrane helix, the prediction is that it is regarded as a transmembrane protein.

Genes were annotated with KEGG genes and KEGG Orthologs (KOs, date: May 2017) using DIAMOND (v0.9.10.111)54 with thresh-

olds of identity > 40, score > 70, and coverage > 80. Orthologs were identified by using two different ortholog finding tools, Roary

(v3.12.0)52 and Orthofinder (v2.3.11),53 to enhance the precision of the analysis. KOs and domain profiles were assigned to each

ortholog. Orthologs found only in specific strains or orthologs that contained KOs found only in specific strains were defined as

‘‘specific orthologs.’’ The pipeline for whole-genome comparison is shown in Figure S5. The results of ortholog, domain, and

KO assignment are summarized in Table S5.

Regarding the whole genome comparison between known strains of F. prausnitzii and our effective strains, Fp14 and Fp360,

we used the complete genome of three strains (A2-165: GCA_010509575.1, S3L/3: GCA_000209855.1 and L2-6:

GCA_000210735.1) among 8 strains of F. prausnitzii in Figure S3, which were available in NCBI. The genome of the remaining

five were either not deposited or represented only by draft assemblies (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/genomes/682;

date: Apr 2021).
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Metagenome shotgun sequencing
Sequencing libraries were generated with a TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina). Library quality was confirmed with an Agi-

lent 2100 BioAnalyzer. Metagenome shotgun sequencing of fecal samples was carried out on the HiSeq2500 platform (Illumina). All

samples were paired-end sequenced with a 150-bp read length to a targeted data size of 15.0 Gb.

Quality control of whole-genome shotgun reads
A total of 6,421,909,374 (149,346,730 on average) paired-end reads, covering 963,286,406,100 (22,402,009,444 on average) base

pairs in total, underwent quality control as follows (Figure S5; Table S3).69 Raw reads containing the letter ‘N’ (base pair not identified)

were discarded. Reads containing the bacteriophage PhiX DNA sequences were identified by mapping them against the reads using

Bowtie 2 (v2.2.9)56 with preset options in ‘–fast-local’ and discarded. Reads were trimmed for adaptor sequences and primer se-

quences using Cutadapt (v1.9.1),55 for which the following options were used: ‘-a AGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTC

CAGTCA -O 32 -q 17’ for the forward primer sequence; ‘-a AGATCGGAAGAGCGTCGTGTAGGGAAAGAGTGT -O 32 -q 17’ for

the reverse primer sequence. Reads consecutively containing quality values of 17 or less were tailed-cut at the 30 termini with the

Cutadapt program. Next, reads of lengths less than 50 base pairs were discarded. Reads with average quality values of 25 or

less were discarded. Next, reads were mapped against the human genome (24 gi numbers: from 568336000 to 568336023;

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/568336023/; GRCh38) using Bowtie2. Those that were mapped were considered to be

derived from the human genome and were discarded. Finally, unpaired reads were discarded. As a result, a total of

6,229,896,106 (144,881,305 on average) paired-end reads with 934,484,415,900 (21,732,195,719 on average) base pairs in total

(referred to as the ‘high-quality reads’ hereafter) were used for the following analyses (Figure S5; Table S3).

Calculation of ortholog abundance
The abundance of each gene from the isolated strains was evaluated based on transcripts per million (TPM) as calculated by Kallisto

(v0.46.2).57 Each gene was categorized into an ortholog group, which was identified by Roary or Orthofinder, and the abundance of

the orthologs was calculated (Figures 6 and S5; Table S6).

Metabolome Analysis
Approximately 40-50 mg of frozen hippocampus was placed in a homogenization tube, along with zirconia beads (5mm4 and

3mm4). Next, 50% acetonitrile/Milli-Q water containing internal standards (H3304-1002, Human Metabolome Technologies, Inc.

(HMT), Japan) was added to the tube, after which the tissue was completely homogenized at 1,100 rpm, 4�C for 120 s twice using

a beads shaker (ShakeMaster NEO, BioMedical Science, Japan). The homogenate was then centrifuged at 2,3003 g, 4�C for 5 min.

Subsequently, 400 mL of upper aqueous layer was centrifugally filtered through a Millipore 5-kDa cutoff filter (UltrafreeMC-PLHCC,

HMT) at 9,100 3 g, 4�C for 120 min to remove macromolecules. The filtrate was evaporated to dryness under vacuum and recon-

stituted in 50 mL of Milli-Q water for metabolome analysis at HMT.

Metabolome analysis was conducted using capillary electrophoresis Fourier transform mass spectrometry (CE-FTMS). CE-FTMS

analysis was carried out using an Agilent 7100 CE capillary electrophoresis system equipped with a Q Exactive Plus (Thermo Fisher

Scientific Inc., USA), Agilent 1260 isocratic HPLC pump, Agilent G1603ACE-MS adaptor kit, and Agilent G1607ACE-ESI-MS sprayer

kit (Agilent Technologies, Inc., USA). The systems were controlled by Agilent MassHunter workstation software LC/MS data acqui-

sition for 6200 series TOF/6500 series Q-TOF version B.08.00 (Agilent Technologies) and Xcalibur (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and

connected by a fused silica capillary (50 mm i.d. 3 80 cm total length) with commercial electrophoresis buffer (H3301-1001 and

I3302-1023 for cation and anion analyses, respectively, HMT) as the electrolyte. The MS-spectrometer was scanned from m/z 60

to 900 (cation) and 70 �1050 (anion). Peaks were extracted using MasterHands, automatic integration software (Keio University,

Japan) in order to obtain peak information including m/z, peak area, and migration time (MT).79 Signal peaks corresponding to iso-

topomers, adduct ions, and other product ions of known metabolites were excluded, and the remaining peaks were annotated ac-

cording to HMT’s metabolite database based on their m/z values and MTs. Areas of the annotated peaks were then normalized to

internal standards and sample volume in order to obtain relative levels of each metabolite (Figure 7; Table S7).

RNA-seq Analysis
Total RNA was extracted formmouse hippocampus by the RNeasy� Plus Universal Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Netherlands) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. Sequencing libraries were generated with a TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina). Library

quality was confirmed with an Agilent 2100 BioAnalyzer. RNA sequencing was carried out on the NovaSeq 6000 platform (Illumina).

All samples were paired-end sequenced with a 150-bp read.

Raw reads containing the letter ‘N’ (base pair not identified) were discarded. Reads containing the bacteriophage PhiX DNA se-

quences were identified by mapping them against the reads using Bowtie 2 (v2.2.9)56 with preset options in ‘–fast-local’ and dis-

carded. Reads were trimmed for adaptor sequences and primer sequences using Cutadapt (v1.9.1),55 for which the following options

were used: ‘-a GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCAC -O 33 -q 17’ for the forward primer sequence; ‘-a AGATCGGAA

GAGCGTCGTGTAGGGAAAGAGTGT -O 32 -q 17’ for the reverse primer sequence. Reads consecutively containing quality values of

17 or less were tailed-cut at the 30 termini with the Cutadapt program. Next, reads of lengths less than 50 base pairs were discarded.

Reads with average quality values of 25 or less were discarded. Finally, unpaired reads were discarded.
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Next, transcript-level expression analysis was performed as previously described with some modification.80 Reads were mapped

against theMus musculus genome GRCm38.p6 by HISAT2.60,58 Transcript quantification was performed by StringTie.59 Differential

expression analysis was performed by DESeq2 using R (v3.6.3). We performed three independent RNA-seq experiments. Tran-

scripts, whichwere determined to be differentially expressed inmore than two experiments, were selected as differentially expressed

transcripts (Table S8).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The abundance of bacterial genera and orthologs, within-group Bray-Curtis distance, characteristics of the selected subjects and

Shannon-Wiener alpha-diversity index were determined to be either significantly increased or decreased in each stage (MCI and

AD) compared with the healthy group using a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test of R (v3.6.3) (Figures 2, S2, and 6; Tables S1,

S4, and S6). Permutational multi-variate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) by R (v3.6.3) was applied to test microbial composition

between groups. In addition, a Benjamini-Hochberg false-discovery rate-corrected p value (q value) was estimated. We evaluated

the relationship between Faecalibacterium and cognitive function found in the cross-sectional study by the animal experiments.

The behavioral responses of the administered groups were determined to be significantly improved by a comparison with the vehicle

group or the medium-administered group using a two-sided unpaired Student’s t test of SAS software (v9.4) (Figures 3, 4, and S4).

The metabolites were determined to be significantly changed by a comparison with the vehicle group using a two-sided unpaired

Welch’s t test by R (v3.6.3) (Figure 7; Table S7). Transcripts were determined to be differentially expressed by a comparison with

the vehicle group using the Wald test along with a correction of Benjamini-Hochberg false-discovery rate (cut-off value was 0.1)

by R (v3.6.3) (Table S8). Correlations between the relative abundance of bacterial genera andMoCA-J scores or age were calculated

by Spearman’s rank-correlation analysis using R (v3.6.3) (Figures 2, S2, and Table S4). p < 0.05 was considered statistically

significant.
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